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Abstract
Title of thesis:
Implications Of Underperforming Light Energy Delivery For Posterior Composite:
Insights Into Delivered Radiant Exposure, Degradation Characteristics, And Biofilm
Formation .
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Poor curing of composites due to incorrect position of a curing unit may trigger a negative
pathway of events related to the bacterial growth-stimulating effect of released
methacrylate monomers. An increased bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation as a result
of incomplete polymerization may contribute to premature failure of posterior composite
via secondary caries formation. The objectives of each chapter are: 1) to review the
literature concerning the light curing process and implications for failures on posterior
composites (chapter 1), 2) to investigate in vitro how the variations on light curing tip
placement and irradiance exposure can impact the degree of conversion of conventional
2mm-increment composite and S. mutans biofilm formation (chapter 2). In summary, this
set of studies support the importance of proper light curing for an acceptable clinical
performance of posterior composites.
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1. Introduction
Insufficient delivered radiant exposure impart inadequate polymerization
and has been suggested to indirectly affect the patients’ long-term quality of their dental
composite restorations adversely.1-3 Certain conditions such as the distance of the light
source, the direction of the light, the movement during the light curing procedure are
operator-related factors that heavily impacts the amount of energy delivered.4,5
Cariogenic biofilm growth has been linked to the premature failure of
composite restorations. In these above-cited instances, the scientific literature has
suggested that a reduced monomer conversion at the bottom area of the cured restoration
may occur leading to reduced physical properties, increased marginal wear, and increased
bacterial colonization.6,7In addition to those factors linked to poor polymerization, the
influence in the biofilm adherence and growth of cariogenic microorganisms such as
Streptococcus mutans has been linked to the premature failure of composite restorations.
This is an important step that can potentially result in the development of secondary
caries.8
Recent reports suggested that bacterial growth is stimulated by the
remaining uncured monomers after ideal polymerization. It has been reported that
adequately cured resin composites release by-products and unpolymerized monomers
that could influence biofilm growth.9 The role of monomers on the promotion of grown
of cariogenic species and the possibility of the eluted monomers accelerating the growth
of bacteria over restorative materials were the focus of attention as well.10-12 These
studies point to a potential role of composite resin chemistry altering virulence factors
1

in the immediate vicinity of the composite resin and the oral environment
interface.13,14However, the growth-stimulating effects were based on the results of
absorbance measurements of the 2-mm cured increments when inadequate
polymerization was not considered.
Energy delivery by clinicians may indirectly affect biofilm formation.
Knowing the biological influence of resin monomers on bacteria, it is of significance to
assess the potential of an adverse impact imposed by the inadequate light curing into the
space occupied by cariogenic biofilm in secondary caries development and gain further
insight into the parameters that influence the mechanism of such interaction. This
evidence motivated the present study to investigate the relationship of the applied amount
of energy generated by an inappropriate light energy delivery and the biofilm formation
over cured composite surfaces.

2. Specific aims & Hypothesis
The study in this Master thesis aimed to test the null hypothesis that insufficient
applied amount of energy generated by inappropriate light curing procedures would not
affect the Streptococcus mutans adhesion and biofilm formation on the cured conventional
composite surfaces.
Our hypothesis was addressed in the following Specific Aims:
1) To review the literature concerning the light curing process and to state the factors that
affect the amount of energy delivered to the composite restorations during curing
procedures (chapter 1).
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2) To investigate in vitro how the variations on light curing tip placement and the use of
different irradiance exposures can impact the degree of conversion of conventional 2mmincrement composite and correlate with biofilm formation (chapter 2).

3

CHAPTER 1: What factors impact on the light energy delivery for curing

posterior composite? A critical review 1
ABSTRACT
Composites resins have become the material of choice to restore direct anterior and
posterior cavities. They gained such popularity because of their aesthetic appearance and
reduced need for sound tissue removal as compared with the former material. Despite the
effort done to achieve restorations that perform clinically well and last for a long time, the
annual failure rate of these restorations was found to be high indicating that further research
needs to be conducted to understand the factors affecting the composite restorations
longevity and to determine the proper techniques to handle such materials. We aim to
review the literature on the factors affecting the longevity of the composite restorations and
to fully understand the proper way of using the light curing units to deliver restorations
with optimal physical properties. The adequate amount of energy needed to ensure
sufficient polymerization of the resin composite is affected by the material shade,
thickness, the type of photoinitiator present in the material and the characteristics of the
filler particles. Whenever possible, the light curing unit tip should be in direct contact with
the surface of the restoration. Understanding the properties of the LCU used and proper
maintenance of the device will ensure proficient delivery of the required energy and help
the practitioner to calculate the curing time needed to carry out a restoration with optimal
properties.

1

Haifa Maktabi
In preparation for submission to the Saudi Dental journal..
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Introduction
Composite resins have been first introduced in the 60’s, and since then they became the
most popular restorative material used, being the first choice for direct restorations in anterior
and posterior teeth.

15

These restorative materials gained their popularity due to several

reasons including their esthetic characteristics enabling them to match the color of the tooth
structure, their ability to be bonded to tooth tissues, their minimally invasive technique
reducing the amount of sound tooth structure removed, and their low cost. 16
However, a number of clinical studies have reported shorter longevity and higher
failure rates for composite restorations compared to amalgam. The clinical performance of
these materials was documented with an annual failure rate (AFRs) varying from 1% to 4%.
A longitudinal study performed by Borgia et al. in 2017 evaluated the quality and survival
of direct light activated composite restorations in posterior teeth and found an AFR of 1.6%
to be similar to other studies.17 The results of another systematic review evaluating the
longevity of posterior resin composite restorations in adults disclosed similar AFR of
1.55%.18As a result, replacement of these restorations is still very frequent in public and
private practices.

19

The most frequent reason found in the literature to replace such

restoration is secondary caries. Mjor reported that secondary caries and poor marginal
adaptation were the most frequent reasons for composite resin failure. He also stated that
failure is a major problem since replacement contributed up to 60 % of the operative work in
dental
practices. 20
To improve the longevity of restorations, clinicians should have a good understanding
of why failure happen.21Aspects influencing longevity can be classified as patient, operator,

5

and material related factors. The patient’s related factors include the presence of dental
caries, the presence of bruxism and parafunctional habits, age, socio-economics and esthetic
demand. The light cure unit (LCU) distance from the restorative mater, its inclination and
stability are factors that the operator should be aware of when using resin composite
materials. In addition, understanding the properties of these RBCs is essential to achieve their
optimal physical properties.

LCU tip away from the tooth surface.

LCU tip at an angle from the tooth surface.
Figure 1: Clinical scenarios showing different light curing conditions that compromises the proper curing
of the composite.

In order to explore the previous factors and their impact on increasing the longevity of
the resin materials, the following review was suggested to summarize for the daily working

6

dentists around the world the importance of each factor and how they affect the outcome
of their restorative work.
The following points will be highlighted in this review:
1- The concept of light energy delivery.
2- The relevance of the degree of conversion
3- Material-related factors affecting the light energy delivery:
3.1-Photoinitiators
3.2- Light transmission through the resin-based composite
3.3- Material thickness
3.4- Filler size and content
3.5- Shade of the material
4- Operator-related factors affecting the light energy delivery:
4.1- Inclination
4.2-Distance
5- Light curing unit-related factors affecting the light energy delivery:
5.1- Type of LCU (LED x QTH)
5.2- Irradiance exposure
5.3- Maintenance
1. The concept of light energy delivery:
Adequate photocuring is required for light-activated resin-based restorations (RBCs)
to reach their manufacturer’s intended properties and is believed to be a basic requirement
for predictable long-term clinical success.22Almost the entire group of resin-based restorative
products uses the same basic monomer family (methacrylate and vinyl) and polymerization
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mechanism (free radical addition polymerization). 23

Figure 2: Visible light spectrum is between 400 and 700 nanometers.

The photoactivation effect is based on the interaction between the photoinitiator, light
cure, and monomers. Once the visible light with compatible emission spectra is activated,
photoinitiators present in the composite material absorb a photon of a specific wavelength
and undergoes a simultaneous or sequential transformation that results in intramolecular
energy transfer to the tertiary amine opening the C=C bond. The newly formed free radical
quickly reacts with a nearby monomer, opening its C =C bond. In this manner, the polymer
chain grows in length, by adding monomer units one at a time.Optimum efficiency is
obtained when the peak absorptivity of the photoinitiator corresponds with the spectral
emission from the LCU.

2. The degree of conversion:
After composite restorations have been introduced, the degree of cure of light
activated dental resins was recognized to be an important factor in the success of these
materials. Simple methods can be used to evaluate the degree of cure of the external surface
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of a restoration. On the other hand, the inner layers of resin are not similarly accessible to
evaluation. Therefore, an adequate cure of the entire visible light activated restoration cannot
be assumed, based on external surface properties.24

Figure 3: A heated map showing the degree of conversion from the top to the bottom of a 2mm thick
composite cylinder.

The degree of conversion (DC) of a material is the extent to which the monomer is
converted into a polymer and is known as the percentage of double C=C bonds within the
monomer which convert to a single C-C bond. In the literature, variation from 40 % to 80%
of the degree of conversion has been shown in polymerized RBCs. An increase in the degree
of conversion will improve both mechanical and physical properties of the material, but at
the same time, it will also increase the polymerization shrinkage stress with an adverse effect
on marginal leakage. It was recommended that the DC should be increased to a percentage
that balances optimum physical properties with polymerization shrinkage stress. 25
When light is transmitted through the composite resin, there is a gradual decrease in
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the degree of conversion as the distance increases from the irradiated surface which leads to
the presence of leached monomer causing failure of the restoration .26

Figure 4: Lower amount of radiant energy delivered at the bottom of the restoration demonstrated by
lower degree of conversion.

As a result of finding a positive correlation between the degree of conversion (DC)
and mechanical behavior of resin composites in several studies, the increased DC also found
to improve the material’s biocompatibility by reducing the amount of residual monomers
leached to the oral environment. On the other hand, since a direct relationship between DC
and radiant exposure (measured in J/cm2) has been well established, the recommendations
to the clinicians were to apply high radiant exposure levels during photoactivation by
increasing irradiance and/or exposure time.27To achieve this, the light-curing unit tip should
ideally be in direct contact with the resin composite; however, this is not always clinically
possible. Accordingly, the DC of RBCs will decrease with increasing irradiation distance .28
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3. Material-related factors affecting the light energy delivery
Many factors have been stated to affect the degree of polymerization of RBCs. Some
of these factors include photoinitiators, light transmission, increment thickness, and filler
type. 29
3.1 Photoinitiators:
Polymerization of RBCs occurs when the light curing unit activates the
photoinitiators. Different RBCs require different light energy levels for proper curing. The
photoinitiator activation occurs at specific wavelengths. The optimum efficiency is obtained
when the peak absorptivity of the photoinitiator corresponds with the spectral emission from
the light curing unit.30 During light exposure, the photoinitiator absorbs energy from photons
at a certain wavelength range, facilitating its dissociation into two or more free radicals.
However, the mechanism of photolysis to generate free radicals may differ depending on the
choice of the initiator.31
The camphorquinone (CQ) is the most widely used photoinitiator in dental
composites. CQ is a solid yellow diketone compound with an unbleachable chromophore
group which led to an undesirable yellowing effect on the final appearance of a cured
restoration. Diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl) phosphine oxide (TPO) and bis-acyl
phosphine oxide (BAPO) are other types of photoinitiators that substitute for the CQ in
dental resin composites to reduce the yellowing effect, especially for bleach shades.32 TPO
and BAPO absorb light at shorter wavelengths than CQ and, as a consequence, present a
very pale yellow color or no color at all. BAPO and TPO are Norrish Type 1 photoinitiators,
which means that they generate free- radicals by a photocleavage process that does not
require a co-initiator. Type 2 photoinitiators, such as CQ, need a co-initiator molecule to
11

effectively generate free-radicals, which are formed from the displacement of hydrogen
from the photoinitiator .33

CQ

BAPO

BPO

Figure 5: The color of different photoinitiators effecting the final shade of the composite restoration.

When CQ absorbs the light (wavelength of maximum absorbance: 468nm), it excites
and interacts with the tertiary amines to form a photoexcited complex. Free radicals are
produced both on CQ and tertiary amines when CQ abstracts a hydrogen atom from the
tertiary amines. The formed free radicals attack the C=C bonds of monomers, resulting in
the formation of new radicals with a much longer chain. The same process continues through
the chain reaction until the reaction process is completed. The peak sensitivity of CQ is near
470 nm in the blue wavelength range. TPO absorption spectrum extends from 380nm to
about 425nm.30,34
3.2 Light Transmission Through the Resin-Based Composite
After light curing, specific particles in the restorative material get activated in order
to convert all of its monomers into polymer resulting in a material with the optimal
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mechanical properties. However, it has not been observed up to now that the cure rate is not
higher than 61% on the surface directly illuminated by the light source and the degree of cure
decrease with the increase of the depth. 35
During this photoactivation process, the light that passes through the resin composite
is absorbed and scattered. The depth of cure depends on several factors including the light
irradiance, exposure time, material composition, resin composite shades, and translucency.
The most important limiting factor for depth of cure is light scattering, and this can be
maximized when the filler particle size is close to half of the wavelength emitted by the light
source .36,37
The literature has summarized that dental composites of darker shade required more
energy for proper curing than those of lighter shades or those designed to be more
transparent.

38

Various studies reported that dark and opaque shades reduced light penetration

to the bottom of composites, resulting in a reduction of the depth of cure. Several factors
contribute to the light transmission through the composite including the thickness of the
composite, and the shade and contrast ratio (CR) of the composite. Thus, a material with a
high contrast ratio would be relatively opaque and accordingly have a lower light
transmittance, lower translucency. 39
Arimoto et al. have evaluated the light transmission properties of resin composites
intensity and found that the light transmission of resin composite has a significant correlation
with translucency. 40
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Opaque- A4

Translucent- T

Figure 6: The shade of the composite play a role in the amount of energy transmitted through the increment.
Translucent composites allow more energy penetration through the increment layer.

3.3 Material thickness
Restoring a deep cavity with a single RBC layer that is more than 2.5 mm in thickness
was reported to cause a significant reduction in the material properties that may affect its
clinical longevity .41 Increasing the RBC restoration thickness will result in more curing light
scattering and less light penetration within the layers of material. Therefore, overall curing
light energy is reduced with increasing RBC thickness. As a consequence, the DC value of
the material is also being reduced.42
As a result, the incremental layering technique is considered a standard of care of
RBC placement for cavities that exceed 2mm in thickness. This technique allows sufficient
light exposure of the RBC layers and lower polymerization shrinkage.43

14

3.4 Filler size/content
Monomer and filler type, filler content, and polymer matrix refractive index have an
impact on the ability for light to be transmitted throughout the layers of the resin base
composites .44 A study conducted in 2003 by Halvorson et al. concluded that a high DC
could be achieved with a lower filler-to-matrix ratio. Another study by Ferracane et al.
compared the DC of three different types of RBs. They concluded that the DC depends
significantly on the light penetration capacity through RBC material, which is affected by
the filler-resin system. Lower DC and microhardness resulted from the difference in the
fillers volume percentages in each type of the composites. 41
3.5 Shade of the composite
One of the main advantages of RBC restoration is its esthetic properties and tooth
color matching. Different shades of RBC are available in the market with different
translucencies, providing a wide range of selection for better shade matching with
surrounding tooth structures, thus enhancing the esthetic of the restoration.

25

For darker

shades, some manufacturers have recommended increasing the light curing time. This
evidences that supported several studies reporting an effect of the RBC shade on the degree
of monomer convergence .45
A study conducted by Jeong et al. evaluated the effect of four different shades of two
RBCs on light reflection and absorbance through the materials which were measured using
a spectrophotometer. They found the lowest DC values mainly with A3.5 shade. 46Aguiar et
al. also assessed the effect of the curing tip distance and RBC shade on the microhardness of
hybrid composite. They found that A1 shade showed higher microhardness values than C2
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shade. This could be a result of less light penetration through the opaquer shade RBC. 47
4. Operator-related Factors Affecting the light energy delivery
Several operator- related factors, such as the polymerization time, the tilt angle of the
light curing unit and the distance between the surface of the composite increment and the
light curing unit tip have a direct influence on the polymerization result and the degree of
conversion.48 Several studies discussed the effect of the distance and the angulation on the
amount of delivered irradiance from different light curing units. 49-50
4.1 Inclination
Konerding et al. evaluated the energy transfer by different light curing units into a
class III restoration as a function of tilt angle and distance, using a MARC Patient Simulator.
They tested different tilt angles (0 ◦, 5 ◦, 10 ◦ , 15 ◦ , 20 ◦ ) with three LCUs over a time
interval of 20 s each . With all three LCUs, they observed an influence of the tilt angle on the
radiant exposure delivered to the sensor, confirming that the radiant exposure decrease when
the tilt angle is increased. 51Price et al.also stated that positioning the light tip at 45˚ to the
surface of the restoration will result in a 56% reduction in the amount of energy received by
the restoration.52

a

b

c

Figure 7: The light cure tip positioned at different conditions, a: in direct contact with the tooth surface,
b: at a 35 º angle with the tooth , c: 4mm away from the tooth surface .
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4.2 Distance
Many studies have reported a reduction in radiant exposure of the light as a result of
increasing the curing distance between the composite surface and the light cure tip. 53Also,
they have demonstrated that the distance from the top of the highest cusp to the cavity floor
can reach 8 mm at deep cavities affecting the light intensity reaching the deepest region of
the cavity.

54

As a consequence, a lower degree of conversion will be expected when the

energy is lower than that required for a proper polymerization, leading to several
complications such as postoperative sensitivity, microleakage, and secondary caries. 55
Caldas et al. evaluated the influence of the distance between the light-curing unit tip
and a specific composite resin on Knoop hardness using 3 different light-curing units. The
authors observed that the increase in distance leads to a decrease in resin hardness,and they
attributed this result to the lower degree of conversion due to poor light intensity delivered
to the composite .56As a result, it was recommended that longer exposure times may be
needed to deliver the required energy to the restoration when the distance to the resin
increases. 57

5. Light curing unit-related Factors Affecting the light energy delivery
The dental light-curing unit (LCU) is an essential part of the process of photocuring a
resin, and yet, we often underestimate the relevance of the LCU and how to use it properly
to achieve the best outcome of a resin-based composite. 58 Not all light curing units are similar
in their features. They differ in several aspects including the amount of energy they deliver
to the restorative material, their tip configurations and the energy source to power the device.
Although the practitioner’s goal is to place composite restorations in a time efficient manner,
17

shorter time increments may not be the best choice depending on the curing unit used. 59
5.1 Type of LCU (LED x QTH)
The first introduced curing restorative materials used ultraviolet light polymerizing
devices. These devices had short wavelengths of 10 nm to 380nm witch lead to a limited
depth of cures. In the late 1970s, UV light was replaced by visible light curing units using a
quartz-halogen bulb (QTH) producing wavelengths that range between 460 nm and 580 nm
targeting the camphorquinone present in the composite material. 60These longer wavelengths
allowed for better penetration of the energy through the material. In the 1990s, the QTH
improved and the plasma arc curing units with a wavelength of 400 to 500 nm were
introduced.

59

Later that year, the LED units were introduced providing light in the visible

blue spectrum with a wavelength range of 450 to 490 nm. The latest generations of LED
units can act on different photoinitiators and can provide energy outputs greater than 1000
mW/cm2. 61

Figure 9: LED light curing units.

Figure 8: Quartz tungsten halogen light curing
unit.
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Although QTH lights deliver a broad emission spectrum, they required an exposure
time of between 30 and 60 seconds to adequately photo cure a 2-mm-thick increment of a
resin composite as a result of delivering a relatively low radiant power and low irradiance.
Two of the main disadvantages of this type of the curing lights was that they used electrical
power to work and the cooling fan was noisy.62 LED LCUs emitting multiple wavelengths
can be used for dental materials containing more than one photoinitiator with different light
absorption spectra .63On the other hand, Conventional QTH LCUs cannot compete with LED
LCUs because the emission spectrum of the QTH lamp emits a relatively broad visible light
spectrum which is not beneficial for photopolymerization and is scattered as heat.64

5.2 Radiance exposure
The total energy (J/cm2) is the result of irradiance intensity (mW/cm2) and exposure
time (seconds). Increasing the total light energy has been found to enhance the degree of
cure and will, therefore promote superior physical properties of the RBCs .65

Irradiance relates to energy delivered by the equation:

RE = (I x T)/1000
where: I is the irradiance of the LCU measured in mW/cm2; T is the time
the LCU is used for, measured in seconds (sec); and E is the energy
delivered, measured in J/cm2.52
The total energy concept witch most of the literature agrees upon states that the
result of multiplying intensity by curing time should always result in same total energy, thus
whether we increase the intensity is increased and the time is reduced, or the intensity was
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decreased and the time was increased, the result should report the same total energy delivered
to the restoration surface.66,67In general, the manufacturer’s recommendation is that resin
composites should receive 10-12 J/cm2. Dental material text books state that a radiant
exposure of 16 J/cm2 should provide adequate polymerization of a 2 mm thick increment of
RBC. 68,69
With the LCU’s development, manufacturers produced increased intensity units
which resulted in the ability to decrease the curing time. More investigation is needed in this
aspect as these modified LCU‘s may increase the polymerization shrinkage and stress. 70

5.3 Maintenance
Dental LCUs should be monitored on a regular basis. it is recognized that the output
from QTH units diminishes as the light source and filter age, and the output from LED units
can also weaken with age or as a result of misuse.

71,72

Several studies that tested the LCUs in

use in dental offices reported that many of these LCUs deliver less than 400 mW/cm2, most
likely due to inadequate maintenance.

73
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The introduction of higher power LCUs has not solved the problem of inadequate
light output because many light guides on LCUs are either damaged or covered with resin
52
contaminant. Manufactures has provided maintenance guidelines to ensure proper energy

delivery by the LCUs.

FIGURE 10: Optilux radiometer used to monitor the light output of the light curing unit.

Figure 11: The images shows a badly maintained quartz-tungsten halogen light cure with a damaged tip and
remaining resin attached to it.
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Table 1 Recommended maintenance guidelines for the light curing units

Conclusion:
Although composite restorations have been shown to perform favorably in posterior
and anterior teeth, their longevity and long term survival rates were found to be in
correlation with several operator and material -related factors. Proper light-curing
techniques were found to be one of the most important factors to achieve sufficient degree
of polymerization of these restorations. This will decrease the number of under exposed
resin-based restorations, improve their mechanical and physical properties and
accordingly, increase their clinical longevity.
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Chapter 2: Influence of underperforming light curing conditions and

irradiance on S. mutans biofilm formation, the degree of conversion and
surface roughness on conventional 2mm-incremental composite. 2

ABSTRACT
Objectives: Given the paramount importance of adequate polymerization for long-term
clinical performance, particularly in proximal areas, and given that uncured monomers has
been reported to promote the development of cariogenic bacteria, we asked whether
underperforming light curing using different irradiance would trigger detrimental
responses on 2mm-incremental composite including the aid for biofilm formation by S.
mutans. The aim of this study was to assess quantitatively and exam the influence of poor
radiant exposure (J/cm2) on the degree of conversion (%DC), solubility/water sorption and
S. mutans biofilm formation on conventional 2mm-incremental composite and to establish
a relationship between these factors.
Materials and Methods: 2mm-composite cylinders were light cured under simulated
inappropriate conditions, and the amount of radiant exposure (RE) was recorded. The study
presented a 2x4 factorial design for irradiance and downgrade curing conditions. All the
specimens were initially subjected to S. mutans biofilm model for 14 days. The radiant

2
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exposure results were correlated to the outcomes DC, colony-forming units (CFU), surface
roughness and water sorption/ solubility.
Results: Data were analyzed by ANOVA-two way, and Holm-Sidak’ test, linear
regression analysis (α = 0.05) and Pearson correlation analysis were considered. The
influence of RE on CFU values and DC are dependent on the curing conditions and
irradiance (p<0.05). The CFU results shown increased S. mutans formation with 3.89x 106
to 1.43x108, respectively, for optimal x moderate angulation. The difference on DC varied
from 13% (optimal condition) to 52% (moderate angulation) and was influenced by the
irradiance light-type. The roughness, solubility and salivary sorption were greater for the
low irradiant exposure related to moderate angulation than those of optimal condition and
were influenced by irradiance light-type.
Conclusions: We propose that underperforming light curing may trigger a variety of
detrimental responses on 2mm-incremental composite including the aid for biofilm
formation by S. mutans, a relevant factor for secondary caries development. The
susceptibility to variation in the outcomes was RE -dependent. Clinicians should consider
attention to the curing procedures in clinical practice to ensure a greater degree of
conversion and potentially reduce the risk factors of secondary caries development.
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Introduction
In various clinical trials secondary caries or caries adjacent to composite
restorations is the most common reason for restoration failure along with composite
fracture.75-76The accumulation of oral biofilm has been reported to occur more in composite
materials than in other dental restorative materials78-80with the dental plaque appearing to
be more cariogenic and with highest bacteria viability compared to growth on amalgam or
ionomeric materials.81
Accumulative evidence from studies of interactions oral bacteria and resin-based
materials, including cariogenic bacteria, has suggested that uncured dental monomers
contribute

to

the

pathway

of

events

that

may

lead

to

secondary

caries

development.77Incomplete conversion of the polymer matrix, great release of materials to
the oral environment, high degradation upon oral acids, increase of water sorption, increase
roughness, and premature failure are among the detrimental events related to this pathway.
It has been reported that by-products released from adequately cured resin
composites and unpolymerized monomers could influence biofilm growth, but the link is
not always clear.82The role of monomers on the promotion of grown of cariogenic species
and the possibility of the eluted monomers accelerating the growth of bacteria over
restorative materials were the focus of attention.83-85These studies point to a potential role
of composite resin chemistry in altering virulence factors in the composite resin and the
oral environment interface.86,87However, the reported oral bacteria growth is stimulated by
uncured monomers after ideal polymerization conditions and the growth-stimulating
effects were based on the results of absorbance measurements, and inadequate
polymerization was not considered.
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Often it is straightforward to see a link between the radiant exposure and
polymerization performance expressed by the degree of conversion of resin-based
materials. Literature has investigated the impact of irradiance on degree of conversion of
the monomers80,81,88,90 ,but there are no studies examining the biofilm-related implications
by means of correlation with radiant exposure.
Insufficient delivered radiant exposure impart inadequate polymerization and
indirectly has been suggested to affect patients’ long-term quality of dental composite
restorations adversely.91 A possible role of radiant exposure as a detrimental effect on the
pathway of events leading to a cariogenic biofilm formation and to the risk of secondary
caries development has been raised.
Certain conditions such as the distance of the light source, the direction of the light,
the movement during the light curing procedure are operator-related factors that heavily
impacts the amount of energy received.89-90 Understanding the biological influence of
energy delivery by clinicians is significant to assess the potential of a detrimental impact
imposed by the inadequate light curing into the space occupied by cariogenic biofilm in
secondary caries development and gain further insight into the parameters that influence
the mechanism of such interaction. This evidence motivated the present study to investigate
the effect of the exposure radiance generated by downgrade light energy delivery and
irradiance on the S. mutans biofilm formation over composite surfaces, polymerization
performance and surface and physical properties of a conventional 2 mm composite.
The tested null hypotheses were that: (a) there would be no significant differences
between the tested groups in view of S. mutans biofilm formation (CFU), degree of
conversion (DC), surface roughness (RC), water sorption and solubility at any of light
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curing conditions and irradiance and (b) the above mentioned parameters would not
influence the measured properties.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Design
The study presented a 2x4 factorial design, in which the factors were irradiance at
two levels (600 and 1000 mW/cm2) and three downgrade curing conditions: (1) light tip
angulation (α=20° and 35°) and (2) tip-displacement (2 mm) were considered. Optimal
condition was used as a reference. The response variables were radiant exposure (RE), the
degree of conversion (%DC) at the top and bottom of specimens, colony-forming units
(CFU), the surface roughness (µm) and water sorption/ solubility (µg/mm3). The materials
used in this study are described in Tables 1.

Table 2. – Characteristics of the materials and light suing units used in this study.
LIGHT CURING UNITS
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LCU

Lens

Curing

Diameter

Mode

Manufacturer

Irradianc

Irradiance output

e

provided in this

mW/cm2

study mW/cm2

1000

1029

395-480nm

1200

689

440 -480 nm

Wavelength

Ultradent Products
Valo

Standard
Inc , South Jordan ,

12mm

grand

power
UT, USA
SDI Limited

Radii-cal

7mm

Standard

Victoria, Australia
RESIN COMPOSITE
Composite

Manufacturer

Type

Shade

Hybrid

A2

Ultradent Products
Amelogen
Inc , South Jordan ,
plus
UT, USA

Sample preparation and measurement of RE at the bottom surface of the specimen
Composite cylinders (n=6) were prepared using 3D printed molds (polylactic acid
filament, 3D Afinia printer) with inner diameter = 7 mm and thickness = 2 mm. Each mold
containing uncured composite was placed over the bottom sensor of a laboratory-grade
NIST-referenced USB4000 Spectrometer (MARC (Managing Accurate Resin Curing)
System, Bluelight Analytics Inc., Halifax, Canada) and photopolymerized for 20 seconds
using one of the two LED curing units at irradiance output of approx. 600 or 1000 mW/cm2.
The total energy required stated as radiant exposure (RE) was calculated according to the
following equations:
Total energy (J/cm2) also referred as radiance exposure= incident irradiance
(mW/cm2) x time (sec) where, incident irradiance (mW/cm2): radiant power of LCU (mW)
divided by total irradiated surface area (cm2).
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Initially, radiant exposure (RE) reached by applying the curing unit directly on the
sensor and at the top of the mold without composite were determined. Sequentially, the RE
reaching the bottom of composite cylinders under the three downgrade curing conditions:
(1) tip-displacement (2 mm), (2) light tip angulation (α=20°) (3) light tip angulation
(α=35°) and control were considered. To archive uniformization during the simulation of
variations in the way LCUs are handled during the curing of a posterior composite,
templates were 3D designed and printed creating downgrade curing conditions as shown
in figure 1. After curing, all the composite cylinders were dry stored at 37°C for 24 h prior
to artificial aging.
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of samples preparation tested simulated declinatory
conditions and measurement of RE at the bottom surface of the specimen. S. mutans biofilm
model.
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S. mutans biofilm model

The specimens were subjected to the biofilm model described by Melo et al.,
2010 .92 With modifications. S. mutans (ATCC 700610, UA159; American Type Culture,
Manassas, VA) was used as inoculum according to a protocol approved by the University
of Maryland Baltimore. S. mutans was selected because of its acidogenic and aciduric
properties, correlation with caries development and ability to better attach and survive on
the composite surface than other species. 93-94
In brief, a 150µl of S. mutans inoculum in brain heart infusion (BHI) -glycerol
solution (stored at -80°C) was spread on Columbia blood agar (BBL, Becton Dickinson,
Allschwil, Switzerland) resuspended in 15 mL of BHI broth (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis
,Missouri, USA) and incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2 for 18 h. Bacterial growth was
followed by a UV–Vis spectrophotometer and the optical density (OD

600;1.048A)

was

determined and used to adjust the inoculum to the same cell number.95The composite
cylinder previously sterilized via ethylene oxide gas was placed in a well of a 24-well plate
and immersed in sterile BHI containing 5% sucrose (w/v). All BHI-containing wells were
inoculated with 120µl of 1-2 x 108 CFU/ml overnight cultures of S. mutans. Inoculation of
each BHI-containing recipient was performed only once on the first day, and the composite
cylinders were transferred to a fresh medium every day for 14 days. In addition, each BHIcontaining recipient was streaked onto a new fresh BHI agar media plated and incubated
at 37°C in an atmosphere of 10% CO2 for 24h to check for purity. 96
For microbiological analysis, biofilm formed on composite cylinders will be
collected, serially diluted with 0.9% sodium chloride (NaCl) solution and plated in
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triplicate on BHI agar. After 48 h at 37°C in a 10% CO2 atmosphere, representative
colonies with typical morphology of S. mutans were counted using a colony counter and
the final values of CFU/cylinder were transformed by log10.97 Additionally, samples of
control and moderate inclination condition were prepared for scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Quanta 200, FEI, Hillsboro, OR)). Samples were sputter coated with gold/palladium
and evaluated with a magnification of X200 and X10.000 at an accelerating voltage of 20
kV.

The degree of conversion analysis
Raman spectra of the uncured and cured cylinders of each group (n=3) were
recorded by a Raman spectrometer (Nicolet FT-Raman 950, Thermo Nicolet Inc., Madison,
WI, USA) and used for measurement of the degree of conversion on the top and the bottom
as well mapping of conversion along the depth of cylinder from irradiated surface. 98
The DC was determined by comparison of the ratio (R) between the reacted
aliphatic C=C bonds and the unreacted aromatic C=C bonds before and after curing as the
variation of the absorbance intensities peak area ratio of the methacrylate carbon double
bond (peak at 1634 cm−1) and those of an internal standard (aromatic carbon double bond;
peak at 1608 cm−1) during polymerization, in relation to the uncured material following
the equation below 99:

DC%= ( 1- (1634 cm−1/1608 cm−1)Peak height after curing
(1634 cm−1/1608 cm−1)Peak height before curing
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X 100

The cylinders were stored in dark container for 24h at 37°C. The previous study
has shown no significant effect of post-curing conversion after 24 h 100. The cylinders were
embedded into epoxy resin and sectioned using a diamond saw (Accutom-5, Struers,
Cleveland, OH) to obtain three 0.4 mm thick slices parallel to the long axis of each cylinder.
The slices were positioned over the platform of the IR microscope, and the DC in depth
was mapped using the motorized stage through the 4 mm length in transmission. The
confidence interval at 95% was used for the degree conversion obtained at different depths
for each experimental condition.

Surface roughness
An increased surface roughness at the tooth–restoration interface, mostly caused by excess
cement, results in greater accumulation of biofilm in this area and is therefore associated
with a higher incidence of secondary caries (20–24). A surface roughness (Ra<0.2 µm) is
desirable for dental materials because for surfaces with an R an of <0.2 lm, plaque
accumulation is significantly reduced
Before and after the S. mutans biofilm model, the average surface roughness (Raµm) of the bottom of the composite cylinders were measured using a surface roughness
measurement instrument (Surftest SJ-310; Mitutoyo America, Aurora, IL) 101. The stylus
tip (5 µm) traversed the composite surface at a constant speed of 0.5 mm/s, the force of 4
mN, with a 0.25-mm cutoff value and 1.5-mm tracing length. The difference between the
Ra final and Ra initial will be calculated and expressed as delta Ra (ΔRa) 102. Additionally,
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samples of control and moderate inclination condition were prepared for scanning electron
microscopy (SEM).

Water Sorption and Solubility
Disc-shaped specimens of the composite were fabricated using stainless molds.
After filling the mold to excess, the material surface was covered with a polyester Mylar
strip and a glass slide, compressed with a device (500 g) for 20 seconds to avoid porosities,
and then light-cured of one side by according the tested curing conditions similar to an
above-described method 103.
Water sorption and solubility of each material were assessed (n = 5) according to ISO
4049: 2009. 104 Initially, the specimens were stored in desiccator drying at 37°C for 22h
and then transferred to a desiccator at room temperature for 2h before the initial weighting.
Their masses were measured using an analytical balance with a precision 0.001 g (U.S.
Solid USS-DBS8). This cycle was repeated until a constant mass (m1) was obtained. For
determining the volume (V), the diameter and thickness of each specimen were measured
by digital caliper (accuracy 0.01 mm, Fisherbrand™) at three points and the mean value
was obtained 105.
Subsequently, cylinders were immersed in 10 ml of distilled water for four weeks
at 37°C. Following each storage regime, composite cylinders were taken out, the excess
water removed using a paper towel, and the specimen waved in the air at 23°C for 15 s and
reweighed (m2). The immersed composite discs will be reconditioned using the above-said
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conditioning cycle until a constant mass was obtained (m3). 104 The mean water sorption
and solubility of each specimen will be calculated according to Equations (1) and (2).
Equation (2): Solubility = m1-m3
V

Equation (1) : Water sorption = m2-m3
V
Statistical Analysis

Statistical evaluations were performed with Stata 3.5 (Systat, San Jose, CA). The
Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to verify if the data were normally distributed. Results were
compared using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), two-way ANOVA,
Tukey HSD, α = 0.05) MANOVA was conducted to assess the effect of the parameters
downgrade curing conditions and irradiation output on the considered outcome properties
(radiant exposure (RE), degree of conversion (%DC) at the top and bottom of specimens,
colony-forming units (CFU), surface roughness (Δ Ra; µm) and water sorption/ solubility).
Then, in order to see clearly the source of differences, two-way ANOVA was also carried
out separately with Holm-Sidak’s post-test. The correlations between RE and the outcomes
properties were assessed by a linear Pearson correlation.

RESULTS

Figure 13 shows the RE results and percentage reduction of RE in relation to optimal
condition (control) for each of irradiance output considering the downgrade light
conditions (mean ± sd; n = 6). In (A), the first y-axis, the barplot shows radiant exposure
(RE) expressed in J/cm2 when irradiance output of 1,000 mW/cm2 was used. The influence
of the downgrade light conditions (r2 =0.77, p=0.001) and irradiance output (r2 =0.85,
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p=0.001) on the radiant exposure (RE) were significant by MANOVA. RE values for theee
optimal condition were significantly different from all the other groups (p<0.001). On the
second y-axis, the barplot shows percentage reduction of RE. The downgrade light
conditions have shown reduction carrying from 49.4% to 73.5% in relation to optimal
condition. The dotted line shows the exponential decay of RE for all groups in relation to
radiant exposure (RE) reached by applying the curing unit directly on the sensor. This decay
illustrated the radiant emittance attenuation due to distance and through the composite. In
(B), a similar representation of RE is shown when irradiance output of 600 mW/cm2 was
used. RE values for downgrade light conditions were statistically different from the optimal
condition. Tip displacement and slight alteration are similar (p<0.078). These results
suggest that the angulation of the tip can cause significant changes to the energy delivered
to the composite regardless of the irradiance output.
Figure 14 plots for: (A) S. mutans counts Log10 CFU/ composite for each of
irradiance output and downgrade light conditions (mean ± sd; n = 6). Irradiance output had
statistically significant effect (p =0.0214); however, downgrade light conditions had no
statistically significant influence (p =0.119) or interaction (p =0.250). For 600 mW/cm2,
Tukey’s multiple comparison tests demonstrated a significant intergroup difference for
moderate angulation and optimal condition with significant increased viable S. mutans
bacteria (p =0.0275). For 1000 mW/cm2, similar viability for S. mutans among all the
condition (p > 0.05). In (B-C), representative SEM images showing bacterial adhesion and
biofilm formation on the bottom surfaces of composite cylinders for 1000 mW/cm2 under
control and moderate angulation, respectively and (D-E) representative SEM images
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showing increased S. mutans biofilm formation for 600 mW/cm2 under control and
moderate angulation.
The percentage DC for 1000 mW/cm2 at the top and bottom in function of
downgrade light conditions (mean ± sd; n = 3) is graphically presented in Figure 15. In
(A), the solid lines average the DC % values at the top and bottom. There was no significant
alteration of DC% on the top among the groups with no main effect of factors. In contrast,
the moderate angulation has exhibited the lowest DC% at the bottom (p =0.0158). In (B),
the heat maps of the average degree of conversion measured at different depths from
irradiated surface to the bottom is illustrated. A trend in reduction of the %DC was
observed for the angulation groups. The reducing %DC towards the bottom of the specimen
is visualized by increasing the cold colors.
In Figure 16, the corresponding percentage DC at the top and bottom for 600
mW/cm2 are also presented. The DC% at the bottom for both angulation groups were the
significant difference then the other conditions with the main effect of irradiance (p <0.001)
and light curing condition (p <0.001). The DC% at the bottom presents significant
difference with the difference between the top and bottom varying from 34 to 52% for the
groups with slight and moderate angulation. Under 600 mW/cm2, the downgrade light
conditions related to slight and moderate angulations have displayed the lowest DC% (34%
and 10%, respectively). The impact of the reduction of DC% for these conditions can be
visually observed in Fig. 5B where DC values lower than 30% are noted in the bottom of
the cylinder when the tip of the light curing is angulated by the operator by 35 degrees.
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Figure 13. RE results and percentage reduction of RE in relation to the RE reached by
applying the curing unit directly on the top of the mold without composite (mold only)
considering the downgrade light conditions (mean ± sd; n = 6) for: (A) irradiance output
of 1,000 mW/cm2 and (B) irradiance output of 600 mW/cm2. The first y-axis, the barplot
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shows radiant exposure (RE) expressed in J/cm2. On the second y-axis, the barplot shows
percentage reduction of RE. The dotted line shows the exponential decay of RE for all
groups in relation to radiant exposure (RE) reached by applying the curing unit directly on
the sensor. In each plot, different lowercase letters represent significantly different at α
=0.05 level.
The mean and standard deviation of ΔRa values considering the downgrade light
conditions and two irradiance output (mean ± sd; n = 6) are presented in Figure 17. The
irradiance output (𝑝 =0.0032) and downgrade light conditions (𝑝 =0.0101) have
statistically effect by two-way ANOVA, although no interaction was observed (𝑝
=0.271). Representative SEM images composite surface under control and moderate
angulation, respectively for irradiance output of 1,000 mW/cm2 (B-C) and 600 mW/cm2
(D-E). ΔRa values varied in the range of averaged 0.029 to 0.094 for all irradiance/light
curing conditions. The most prominent alteration was found when using irradiance output
of 600 mW/cm2 and moderate angulation. The SEM images for moderate angulation show
superficial degrading effects with exposed filler in the surface of the composite suggesting
loss of resin matrix and consequent increase in the surface roughness.
Figure 18 shows the water sorption and solubility reached by composite samples
subjects to the factors: downgrade light conditions and irradiance (mean ± sd; n = 6). The
first y-axis, the bubble chart shows mean values for water sorption. On the second y-axis,
the lines show percentage mean values for solubility. The analysis of variance has shown
no significant difference for the factors and interactions although it is observed increased
values for water sorption in the moderate angulation.
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Correlation matrix and scatter plot are expressed in Figure 19. Multivariate analysis
(general linear model, α = 0.05) and Pearson‘s correlation were determined to assess the
effect of the parameter radiant exposure (RE) on the considered outcome properties (degree
of conversion (%DC) colony-forming units (Log10CFU), the surface roughness (Δ Ra).
Multivariate analysis (general linear model, α = 0.05) and Pearson‘s correlation were
determined.
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Figure 14. In (A) S. mutans counts Log

10

CFU/ composite for each of irradiance

output and downgrade light conditions (mean ± sd; n = 6). Different superscripts (capital
letters=600 mW/cm2; lowercase letters=1000 mW/cm2) indicate statistically significant
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differences (p<0.05) between light conditions within the respective irradiance output. In
(B-C) Representative SEM images showing bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation on
the bottom surfaces of composite cylinders for 1000 mW/cm2 under control and moderate
angulation, respectively and (D-E) representative SEM images showing increased S.
mutans biofilm formation for 600 mW/cm2 under control and moderate angulation.
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Figure 15. The percentage and differences of the final DC for 1000 mW/cm2 at the top and
bottom in function of downgrade light conditions (mean ± sd; n = 3). In (A), the first yaxis, the solid lines average the DC % values at the top and bottom. On the second y-axis,
the barplot shows percentage difference on the DC%. In (B), the heatmaps of the average
degree of conversion measured at different depths from irradiated surface to the bottom is
illustrated.
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Figure 16. The percentage and differences of the final DC for 600 mW/cm2 at the
top and bottom in function of downgrade light conditions (mean ± sd; n = 3). In (A), the
first y-axis, the solid lines average the DC % values at the top and bottom. On the second
y-axis, the barplot shows percentage difference on the DC%. In (B), the heat map
representing the DC% measured along the composite from top to bottom. The impact of
the reduction of DC% when the tip of the light curing is angulated by the operator by 35
degrees can be highlighted in this image (5B).
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Figure 17. The mean and standard deviation of ΔRa values considering the downgrade
light conditions and two irradiance output (mean ± sd; n = 6) are presented in Figure 6.
Different superscripts (capital letters=600 mW/cm2; lowercase letters=1000 mW/cm2)
indicate statistically significant differences (p<0.05) between light conditions within the
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respective irradiance output.. Representative SEM images composite surface under control
and moderate angulation, respectively for irradiance output of 1,000 mW/cm2 (B-C) and
600 mW/cm2 (D-E).

Figure 18. Mean values for sorption and solubility reached by composite samples subjects
to the factors: downgrade light conditions and irradiance (mean ± sd; n = 6). The first yaxis, the bubble chart shows mean values for water sorption. On the second y-axis, the lines
show percentage mean values for solubility.
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Figure 19. Correlation matrix and scatter plot for by assessed the effect of the parameter
radiant exposure (RE) on the considered outcome properties (degree of conversion (%DC)
colony-forming units (Log10CFU), the surface roughness (Δ Ra). Multivariate analysis
(general linear model, α = 0.05) and Pearson‘s correlation were determined.

DISCUSSION
The relationship between curing performance and bacterial growth and possibly
interacting factors such as the degree of conversion, surface roughness, and water
sorption/solubility was explored in this study. Bacterial colonization of composite surfaces
represents the main factor in the etiology of secondary caries around restorations 106. It has
been stated as a long-time drawback of dental composites that they accumulate more
biofilms and plaques than amalgam and glass ionomer restorative materials 107,108. Over the
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years, studies have raised that resin composites had thicker biofilm formation and
accumulation

109,110

. Examples of disclosures observed are: “resin composites inherently

enhance bacterial growth” 108; and “Cariogenic bacteria degrade dental resin composites”
107

. It is also pronounced that dental polymers can be degraded by the enzymatic hydrolytic

activity of several saliva components, generating different degrading-composite products
that would have a triggering effect on the bacteria colonizing the composite surface .93
At the present-day, resin composites are cured by light-induced polymerization of
methacrylate monomers, a process that starts polymerization.

111

. The total conversion is

never reached, limited the increase in rigidity and a steric hindrance during the process, so
the degree of conversion of resin very well cured may vary from 50 to 70%. The inability
of reach the maximum polymerization has been suggested to lead to residual
unpolymerized monomers that discharge from the composite.112-114
The prospective direction of polymerization performance on the interaction dental
plaque biofilm- composite is probably the core to understand the detrimental factors that
trigger the negative route that may lead to the development of secondary caries at the
margins of composite restorations. A definitive analysis of the impact on bacteria growth
of polymerization performance is often limited by a lack of information on light parameters
factors and curing conditions. Each light curing clinical scenario, by the way, poses a
unique challenge to the dentists and each condition should be assessed in terms of its own
characteristics.
The literature reports provide background information on the complex and
interactive factors that dentists need to consider when curing composites regarding the
mechanical and physical properties of composites
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115-117

, but few studies have addressed

the interaction polymerization performance via radiant exposure and degree of conversion
reflecting in the biological response of oral bacteria.

118,119

The limited data available

addresses optimal curing conditions and the interaction monomers release/ planktonic
bacteria.120.121
In view of this scenario, this study was performed to evaluate the effect of the
exposure radiance generated by downgrade light energy delivery and irradiance on the S.
mutans biofilm formation over composite surfaces, polymerization performance and
surface and physical properties of a conventional 2 mm composite.
One key approach of this study was to evaluate the impact of changes of radiant
exposure via downgrade positions. During the restoration of class II preparations in
posterior teeth, the placement of the light guide over the cusp tip is subjected to inclinations
and displacement. Ideally, the light-curing tip unit should be in direct contact with the
restoration’s surface. Operator-related factors that heavily impacts the amount of energy
received.79 An operator positioning the light tip at a 45-degree angle of the restoration
surface causes a 56% reduction in the amount of energy the restoration receives.6 Resin
exposure to light curing unit (LCU) at 5 mm to 10 mm produces less polymerization and
release more uncured monomers than resin cured at 0 mm.81 For that,relevant conditions
were simulated. The LED LCUs were selected for this study are commercially available to
dentists. The radiant exposures and irradiance outputs were selected as frequent values
used by clinicians, although these units differed in their technical parameters.
The loss of total energy expressed here as radiant exposure (RE) from LCU tip
measurement at maximum simulated downgrade position is expressive. Overall, in the
optimal condition only allows 50-53% of the light to reach a depth of 2 mm (Fig. 2). At the
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simulated condition when the tip of the light curing is angulated by the operator by 35
degrees, only 27-32% of the light was captured by the sensor. A portion of this reduction
is certainly due to the chemical composition and the microstructure of the chosen
composite, but the majority of the attenuation can be attributed to the light
absorption/scattering in the air. In the outcomes of this study: degree of conversion (%DC)
at the bottom, colony-forming units (CFU) and surface roughness (µm), the 2-mm
displacement tip promoted an RE loss less emphatic that the inclination conditions. The tip
distance follows the inverse-square law where light energy varies the inverse square of the
distance between the composite and the tip of the light

122

. However, the inclination

conditions present a different status. A composite surface directly facing a light source
receives the maximum flux of light; but as the occlusal plane rotates, the amount of light
striking a unit area, and hence the amount of light energy reflected, diminishes in
proportion to the cosine of the angle of rotation.123 In our moderate inclination condition,
a plane inclined at 35 degrees to the direction of light fall captures approx. one-quarter the
light energy that the occlusal plane facing the light source captures.
For biofilm growth, the results of this study suggest a moderate negative correlation
with RE. S. mutans species have been shown to hydrolyze resin composites and adhesives
presenting characteristic activity toward the nitrophenyl esters
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.

The downgrade

condition by moderate angulation reflected in the bacteria growth over the composite
surface with more preeminence for the low radiant output of 600 mW/cm2. After 14 days
of incubation, surface roughness analysis and SEM analysis showed increased surface
roughness for downgrade condition by moderate angulation compared to control. This
combined observation corroborate previous studies that showed surface degradation and
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changes in the surface topography of polymer-based restorative materials by bacteria and
S. mutans potential to degrade and compromise the composite surface .98,100,124
It is perhaps unsurprising that the RE has an impact on the degree of conversion,
particularly the conversion in the bottom of the composite since the literature has
extensively covered this relationship.

125,126,128

The influence of the low values of

conversion of the monomers on the bacteria grown have been significant but less
expressive in our results. However, the cascade effect of high percentage of uncured
monomers on the chain of events correlated to S. mutans growth should be considered. 127
There are two possible explanations: (1) the biofilm model was performed in the period of
14 days of biofilm accumulation, a timeframe necessary to reproducing the dental caries
process. Over the time, biofilm thickness, change in structure, density and less diffusivity
contribute to a less effect of uncured monomers; (2) on the other hand, the number of subproducts released from uncured monomers are mostly observed within 7 days with no
significant distinction from release after 30 days. 129
To summarize, the current study is the first to consider the detrimental impact
imposed by the inadequate light curing on biological response of S. mutans biofilm
formation considering them in the chain of events (underperformed light curing, uncured
monomers, surface degradation). Under the tested conditions, the results show that the
extension of detrimental effects on composites via the measured properties was strongly
dependent on irradiance and light curing conditions. When light curing is contemplated,
the downgrade light energy delivery by angulation and the irradiance of 600 mW/cm2 could
contribute to the overall deterioration of composite and a trend in promoting the bacterial
proliferation that contributes to the progression of secondary caries.
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Further investigations are needed to clarify the role of composite resin degradation
products in the interaction between composites and caries-related bacteria. Also, further
investigation to assess if bacterial colonization of different composite resins cured by
different curing sources would reproduce patterns similar to those shown by this data.
The implications of this data and the literature evidence are also that there is an
ongoing need for special attention to the way the light curing procedures are performed.
This evidence may help dentists to perform composite restorations with high survivability
and clinical service.
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Overall discussion and Conclusion:
The previous literature review and research study have shown that the currently
used LCUs may differ greatly in their features. In addition to their power density, they
differ in the amount energy output, timing for use, availability of accessories, configuration
of curing tips, and the energy source used to power the curing device. In addition to such
parameters, proper clinical handling of these devices is an important clinical factor to
conceder since it distinctly influences the actual amount of delivered irradiance and
accordingly, the degree of polymerization of the composite restorations.
A tilted LCU tip or an increase in the distance between the tip and the restoration
may impair the polymerization result. This was found to affect the biofilm formation on
the surface of those composite restorations witch may increase the chances of secondary
caries formation and future replacement of these restorations. Clinicians should not only
make an informed selection of the LCUs they use in their office, but also, during the process
of composite polymerization, they have to attend essential parameters including optimally
placing the light curing tip directly on the composite restoration site at a tilt angle of 0◦ and
a distance of 0 mm whenever possible to ensure optimal polymerization of the composite
restorations.
Finally, they should calculate the proper curing time needed whenever the distance
between the light cure tip and restoration surface increase, such as in a proximal box of a
class II restoration, and ensure proper energy density delivery for different shades and
translucencies of resin composite materials.
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